Introduction
As the demands for non-spherical lenses or diffractive optical devices have been increased, much investigation efforts over Beam transforming and the wavefront control in optical technologies have been attempted. Thus, novel and various technologies have been proposed in order to transform the shape and power distribution of a given light beam. Through waveguide-branching or phase front matching methods which were previously reported, the controlling of either phase front curvature or power distributions had been achieved. However, beam reshaping technique using these methods relied mainly on the use of bulk optical system, which required complicated design and fabrication processes at the risk of system size as well as cost. Along with fast development in fiber optic communications and sensory systems, various attempts in order to cope with these weaknesses have been made to incorporate the bulkoptic technique into optical fibers. Direct mechanical deformation of fiber ends into spherical or wedge-shaped surfaces have been attempted as one of first attempt in fiber optics for applications in laser-diode to optical fiber coupling. By utilizing conventional micro-lithography and etching techniques, reflowing technique of photoresist on the fiber ends have been also attempted. However, laser direct writing process over optical fiber endfaces suffers from not only sophisticated optical alignments and expensive femto-second laser systems but also surface damages after fabrication process. Recently, the polymeric phase-front modification technique using optical fiber composition was investigated by the authors in order to overcome the disadvantages of described methods. As the proposed methods are suitable for beam forming and beam pattern control in the fiber optic system, it was confirmed that the device showed strong potentials for flexible and economic optical phase-front control without resorting to conventional lithography and etching techniques. Thus, in this chapter, micro/nano scale phase front inscription techniques were introduced and investigated for flexible beam shaping on polymer thin layer. The numerical simulation of the diffraction patters out of azo-polymer layer on the fiber was analyzed. In parallel, a new method to inscribe linear and concentric circular surface relief gratings (SRGs) to manipulate the propagation properties of a beam was described. The principles, fabrication procedure, and characterization of beam propagation and beam patterns from linear and circular azo-polymer SRGs are discussed both experimentally and theoretically.
2. Formation of surface relief grating (SRG) on Azo polymer thin layer 2.1 Azobenzene-functionalized polymers Azo-polymer complexes having unique mass shift property induced by photo-reaction have been widely used for inscribing of the periodic optical structures. Thus, there have been many reports that use them to generate spontaneous surface modulation by exposing different light intensity on an Azo-polymer thin film. In essence, the polymer material will reversibly deform so as to minimize the amount of material exposed to the light. This phenomenon is not a kind of laser ablation, since it readily occurs at low power as well as the transformation is reversible. Although this is clearly related to the azobenzene isomerization, the exact mechanism of this phenomenon is still unresolved. Azoxy has a double bond group of atom. Especially, it has a double bond of Nitrogen in the both terminal of the molecular formula as shown in Figure 1 as chemical structures. The epoxy-based azo polymer PDO3 was synthesized from diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A and 4-(4'-nitrophenylazo) phenyl amine for the investigations. The Tgs of the azo polymers are about 106 °C for PDO3. Figure 2 shows the UV-visible absorption spectra of the azo films. As the absorption band of the azo-polymer is in the range of blue-green band, Ar-ion laser source is generally utilized as an inscribing laser beam. Table 1 describes the diffraction efficiencies and surface modulation of the gratings which are recorded under different recording conditions. The different polarizations defined by an angle α, with respect to s polarization. In comparison with photoresist films, Azo-polymer layers produce surface relief grating (SRG) pattern by absorption of blue-green photons, where the actual mass of layer is modulated rather than refractive index. In a single-step writing process, topographic structures on the azo-polymer layers can be formed upon exposure to the appropriate optical patterns. This process, therefore, has a significant advantage over other techniques which typically require complicate process, such as baking, exposure and developing, etc. 
Formation of linear and circular pattern
Most significant merit for developing interferometric lithography on optical fibers is that both linear and concentric phase-fronts over the azo-polymer layers could be inscribed in a single exposure without using any photo-mask, or further post-processes. For the linear SRGs, linear fringe patterns were generated by using conventional two-beam interference set-up based on bulk-optics. In contrast to these linear SRGs, compact fiber-optic pattern generation method was utilized in the circular SRGs. The concentric interference pattern was generated within the cross section of the fiber, using a coreless fiber segment and adjusting its length. In both linear and concentric SRGs, three main steps for preparing a sample are required; Azo-polymer thin film coating on fiber end facet, and optical interference pattern generation and exposure to the inscribing laser beam. It is noteworthy that these one-step and direct exposure methods of various phase-fronts over optical fiber could provide strong economical mass production capability to the both fiber array and planar waveguides. An optical fiber was, firstly, cleaved to form an optically flat endface, which makes a right angle with respect to the fiber axial direction, using an ultrasonic high precision fiber cleaver. The cleaved endface served as a substrate for azo polymer thin film coating. PDO3 polymer containing azo-benzene group was solvated in cyclohexanone and the filtered 10wt% PDO3 solution was dropped on the fiber-end-surface and then spin-coated. The film was, then, dried in a vacuum oven at 80 o C for 1-hour. Thin film layer of azo-polymer with flat and smooth surface could be possible due to relatively low viscosity of the solution. The thickness of the thin film layer was 900nm having a flatness of 20nm over the entire circular optical fiber endface. Generation for optical interference pattern and exposure process is shown in Figure 4 . It is notable that the proposed process is direct one-step exposure to generate SRGs obviating photo masks and etching processes for both linear, (a), and concentric, (b), (c). Schematic diagram for fabrication of linear SRGs is presented in Figure 4 -(a). An Ar-ion laser was used as a writing beam. The laser beam intensity was 100 mW/cm 2 and operating wavelength was 488nm which is in the range of absorption band of the azo-polymer. The laser beam was expanded by a spatial filter and collimated by a collimator. Linear interference patterns were formed due to optical path difference between the direct beam and reflected beam at the mirror. The pitch of interference was adjusted by changing the incident angle , which determined the period (Λ) of SRG pattern on azo-polymer film. The incident angle was adjusted to 7 o in order to inscribe a uniform linear pattern with a pitch of 2μm. Once the linear interference pattern was exposed to azo-polymer, 1-dimensional SRG was formed by the mass-shift. After adjusting the alignment of the fiber at an angle of 90°, another pattern can be superimposed to form a 2-dimensional SRG. After this double exposure process, a well-defined 2D grating was fabricated. The schematic diagrams for concentric SRGs pattern generations are shown in Fig 4-(b) , and (c). The pattern generation method for concentric interference is based on a compact alloptical fiber device, which is contrast to the linear SRGs based on conventional bulk optics in Fig 4-(a) . The device was composed of conventional single mode fiber (SMF) and coreless silica fiber (CSF) without GeO 2 doped core. The LP01 mode exits from the SMF core and it
www.intechopen.com passes through CSF with expanding the beam diameter, which can be approximated by Gaussian beam propagation. As the beam further propagates along CSF, part of the beam hits the air-glass interface, and then reflects into CSF, generating circular interference patterns. The schematic diagrams for concentric SRGs pattern generations are shown in Fig 4-(b) , and (c). The pattern generation method for concentric interference is based on a compact all-optical fiber device, which is contrast to the linear SRGs based on conventional bulk optics in Fig 4-(a) . The device was composed of conventional single mode fiber (SMF) and coreless silica fiber (CSF) without GeO2 doped core. The LP01 mode exits from the SMF core and it passes through CSF with expanding the beam diameter, which can be approximated by Gaussian beam propagation.
Fig. 5. The numerical estimation of the intensity distributions
In order to further investigate the concentric interference pattern generation in terms of variation of CSF lengths, a commercial beam propagation method (BPM) package, BeamPROP TM , was utilized for numerical analysis. The results are summarized in Figure 5 . Here we assumed the fundamental mode of SMF can be approximated as a Gaussian beam as it propagates along CSF, which has been widely accepted for calculation of light propagation in the free space out of SMF. The outer diameter of both SMF and CSF were 125μm. The intensity profile and fringe spacing at the surface of CSF were directly dependent on the CSF length for the given diameter as shown in Figure 5 . Gaussian distribution profile without concentric fringes is maintained under the condition of CSF length less than 700μm. As the CSF length approaches near 700μm, fringe patterns appear overlaid on the Gaussian beam. For CSF length longer than 900μm, the entire cross-section of CSF is filled with concentric interference fringes. As the CSF length increases furthermore, less numbers of fringes and longer pitch were predicted. Furthermore, by varying the distance between the CSF end face and azo-polymer end face, the fringe spaces could be www.intechopen.com adjustable. Therefore, the proposed composite fiber-optic device can provide very versatile and flexible control over the concentric interference pattern generation, by varying the geometrical dimension of CSF, diameter and segment length.
Surface relief grating (SRG) on optical fiber surface
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images and blow up images of the fabricated SRGs are shown in Figure 6 . One and Two-dimensional linear SRG are shown in Figure 6 -(a) and (b), respectively. The bright center regions of the figures denote the location of the fiber core. Firstly, one-dimensional (1-D) linear SRG was fabricated on the fiber-end-surface. The pitch was 2μm and the modulation depth was in the range of 450~500nm. For this 1-D SRG, another linear interference pattern was exposed after rotating the fiber at an angle of 90 degrees from the initial position, to form two-dimensional (2-D) linear SRGs as in Figure 4 -(a). As a result, periodic 2-D SRG patterns with 2μm -by-2μm were engraved on the target surface shown in Figure 6 (b). Through the SRG pattern, the fundamental mode guided by the SMF spreads out to the entire cross section of the engraved facet and derives effective modification of the phase front of incident beam on it.
Fig. 6. SEM images on the fiber-end-surface with 1-D/2-D linear and concentric SRG
In concentric SRGs, on the while, the composite SMF-CSF pattern generators with the CSF lengths of 1000µm and 1500µm was used, and the SEM images of fabricated SRGs are shown in Figure 6 (c) and (d), respectively. The pitches of the engraved concentric SRG patterns were about 2.7 and 4.3μm for Figure 6 (c) and (d), respectively. The concentric pattern generation using all-optical fiber device shows same concentric SRG properties, as numerically predicted in Figure 5 . Thus, it was experimentally confirmed that direct exposure of both linear and concentric interference pattern at 488nm Ar-ion laser can successfully form the corresponding SRGs by using azo-polymer thin films over SMFs.
Measurements and simulations

Measurements of diffraction patterns out of SRGs
The optical field propagating through the SMF will experiences the spatially periodic modulation provided by the SRGs at the prepared endface of the fiber, resulting in unique diffraction patterns. Fabricated SRGs on SMF were further examined in terms of their diffraction pattern both experimentally and theoretically. In order to investigate impact of the SRGs over beam patterns, the far-field diffraction patterns from the SRG on SMFs were measured by a CCD camera using a laser source at 635 nm. In Figure 7 (a), schematic diagram of the experimental setup for measurement of diffraction patterns is shown, where L is the distance from the SRG to the measured diffraction patterns, and D is the distance between the 0th and the 1st order diffraction beam pattern, and θ m is the diffraction angle. From the diffraction patterns, we can calculate the diffraction angle www.intechopen.com (θ m ) by measuring the distance data (D and L) , and finally obtain the SRG pitch (Λ) from the following diffraction grating equation
where m denotes the order of principle maxima. For the case of linear SRGs, measured diffraction patterns and the line profile is shown in Figure 7 -(b),(c). In Figure 7 -(b),(c), clear diffraction beam pattern of the zero'th and the first order from the 1D/2D linear SRG was observed. The circular pattern at the center regions is identified as the zero'th order and two side lobes correspond to the first order diffraction pattern in Figure 7(b) . Similarly, the four first order side lobes perpendicular to one another, was measured as shown in Figure 7 (c).
The far field diffractive patterns and the line profiles of the concentric SRGs are shown in the Figure 7 (d) ,(e). In circular SRGs, the orders of diffraction patterns are dependent upon the CSF lengths of 1000 and 1500µm making different concentric patterns. For the case of CSF length of 1000μm, the diffraction pattern has the central zero'th order and one thin ring, which corresponds to 1'st order. In the case of 1500μm CSF, two rings were clearly dissolved. They correspond to 1'st and 2'nd order diffraction, overlaid with the zero'th order circular pattern. In comparison to diffraction patterns from linear SRGs, as in Figure 7 -(b),(c), those from the concentric SRGs do not show clear and definitive images, which is attributed to relatively low contrast in the concentric interference pattern generators. See Figure 5 -(b) and (c). Minima of the fringes do have finite intensity and subsequently SRG would have shallow contrast to make the diffraction pattern less definitive. Table 2 . Measured data from diffraction pattern measurements
The measured diffraction parameters are shown in Table 2 , from which we calculated the pitches (Λ) of SRGs. For linear 1-D/2-D SRGs, pitches were calculated as 1.89µm and 1.98µm, respectively. For concentric SRGs made by the SMF-CSF interference pattern generators of CSF length of 1000 and 1500µm, the pitches were calculated as 2.55 and 4.10µm, respectively. Compared with pitches measured by SEM images in Figure 6 in previous section, these numbers are in a reasonably good agreement as summarized in the last two columns of Table 2 .
Theoretical analysis using simulation tools
Diffraction patterns from the fabricated SRGs on optical fiber endfaces were also theoretically investigated using a commercial simulation package, LightTools TM . In the simulation tool, the diffraction of the guided mode from the given SRG was investigated in terms of the irradiance beam patterns using the illumination analysis. Actual dimension of the SRGs were used in the simulation with an approximation that the incident light is Gaussian, instead of LP 01 mode of the SMF, which is very common in the free space optic analysis. The illumination analysis in the LightTools is based on a Monte Carlo ray trace. From randomly selected points on the surface or Volume into randomly selected angles in space, it traces the desired number of rays. Diffraction patterns from the linear 2-D SRGs, Figure 6 -(b), and concentric SRGs, Figure 6 -(c) were simulated and the irradiance chart diagrams are shown in Figure 8 . In comparison with experimental measurements, Figure 7 -(c) and (d), it was found that the simulation results showed good agreement in terms of the line profiles, the intensity distribution along x or y axis, and diffraction robe locations. Through these experimental and theoretical analyses, we could confirm that the proposed method to form SRGs on the optical fiber endfaces does have practical feasibility and can endow a new degree of freedom to design integrated optical systems compatible to fiber optics or waveguide optics.
Conclusion
By adapting azobenzene polymer layer, both linear and concentric surface relief gratings (SRGs) have been successfully inscribed over optical fiber endfaces based on developing www.intechopen.com maskless lithography technology. Utilizing unique advantage of the azo-polymer such as direct writing and multiple exposure capabilities, various SRGs were flexibly designed and fabricated. Two-beam interference patterns were applied for 2-D linear SRGs and SMF-CSF concatenated device was proposed to generate concentric interference patterns for circular SRGs, respectively. Theoretically, the diffraction pattern out of SRGs was investigated by utilizing a Monte Carlo ray tracing package. In comparison with experimental measurement, the simulated results showed good agreement in terms of irradiance beam patterns. Through the proposed inscription technology based on polymer thin layer coating, micro/nano scale phase front control could be possible for manipulating the propagation properties of the light and it could be applicable in integrated optical components as well as sub-systems for optical communications.
(a) (b) Fig. 8 . The simulation results of the irradiance chart using LightTools TM www.intechopen.com
